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Abstract

Though more powerful, Large Language Mod-
els need to be periodically retrained for updated
information, consuming resources and energy.
In this respect, prompt engineering can prove a
possible solution to re-training. To explore this
line of research, this paper uses a case study,
namely, finding the best prompting strategy for
asking ChatGPT to define new words based on
morphological connections. To determine the
best prompting strategy, each definition pro-
vided by the prompt was ranked in terms of
plausibility and humanlikeness criteria. The
findings of this paper show that adding con-
textual information, operationalised as the key-
words ‘new’ and ‘morpheme’, significantly im-
prove the performance of the model for any
prompt. While no single prompt significantly
outperformed all others, there were differences
between performances on the two criteria for
most prompts. ChatGPT also provided the most
correct definitions with a persona-type prompt.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Large Language Models (hence-
forth LLMs) have become increasingly more pow-
erful (Bender et al., 2021). However, in terms
of training, LLMs have large power consumption
(Bender et al., 2021). This results in large expen-
ditures of energy and resources if the models are
periodically re-trained to have updated information,
such as an updated vocabulary. A potential alterna-
tive to re-training is prompt engineering, namely de-
signing better input prompts to get heightened per-
formance (Ekin, 2023; Zhao et al., 2021). Through
prompt engineering, considered even a program-
ming method by Zhao et al. (2021), a model applies
previous acquired knowledge to new tasks, thereby
increasing its performance.

To research the advantages of prompt engineer-
ing in terms of updating vocabulary, the current
study looks for the best prompting strategy in a

case study, namely employing morphological con-
nections for new word comprehension. We define
morphological connections as extrapolating the def-
inition of unfamiliar words by use of morphological
knowledge, i.e. morphemes.

Thus, our research question is "What prompting
strategy best allows an LLM to make correct mor-
phological connections in a context of zero-shot
learning?".

This study is not relevant only for novel word
comprehension, but also for the task of morpho-
logical decomposition. For example, Kim and
Smolensky (2021) showed evidence that BERT can
abstract over grammatical categorisations, while
McCoy et al. (2023) showed some models, such
as GPT-2, use derivational morphemes in the gen-
eration of novel words, being able to generalise
and use morphemes in a compositional manner.
However, though LLMs might hold knowledge on
abstract morphological categories, they might not
always exploit this knowledge (Mahowald et al.,
2023), given such models are not task-specific like
decompositional models (for a systematic review
on unsupervised learning in morphology, see Ham-
marström and Borin, 2011).

Thus, the current article specifically concerns
prompting agnostic-task models to exploit morpho-
logical knowledge, i.e. individual morphemes and
their functional roles, for morphological connec-
tion.

The chosen model was ChatGPT (OpenAI,
2021), a GPT-3.5 fine-tuned model. We compared
statistically how the model performed given dif-
ferent types of prompts, and varying amounts of
contextual information. Here, ‘context’ was opera-
tionalised in terms of keywords (i.e. ‘new’ or ‘mor-
pheme’) or information about the task the model
needed to perform. Given the model’s training to
avoid hallucinations, we expected it to classify new
words as non-existent in the absence of context. We
also used English as our test case, primarily due
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to being one of the languages for which ChatGPT
performs the best in various tasks (Lai et al., 2023).

We show that depending on the criteria consid-
ered (i.e. plausibility or humanlikeness) different
prompting strategies were better. Additionally, in
line with our expectations, regardless of the criteria
used, adding more contextual information increases
the model’s chance of offering a correct word defi-
nition.

Our results prove useful specifically for the users
of ChatGPT, as despite the spread in its use, limited
studies have been conducted on ChatGPT’s neol-
ogism comprehension (Lenci, 2023). Even more,
our results also prove important for research on
novelty and LLMs, especially given this is overall
a neglected research topic according to (McCoy
et al., 2023). Moreover, this study presents a sys-
tematic methodology to test an LLM’s ability to
identify morphological connections or decompo-
sitions, which can be applied in the future to in-
vestigate other languages and language models as
well.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2
outlines out methods, including the materials, pro-
cedure, scoring, and analysis, Section 3 describes
our results, and Sections 4 and 5 include our dis-
cussion and conclusions.

2 Methods

2.1 Prompts

We adopted an approach advocated by White et al.
(2023) in defining six basic prompts to be tested.
We also manipulated the amount of contextual in-
formation in each prompt by designing four con-
ditions: -morpheme, -new, as in (1); -morpheme,
+new, as in (2); +morpheme, -new, as in (3); and
+morpheme, +new, as in (4).

(1) Define...
(2) Define the new word ...
(3) Define the word ... considering its morphemes.
(4) Define the new word ... considering its morphemes.

Table 1: ‘Define’ prompt pattern in all four conditions

White et al.’s (2023) paper proved useful not
only in offering examples of prompts, but also in
presenting them systematically through what they
call prompt patterns. They argue that when defin-
ing a prompt, it is important to specify its intent,
motivation, structure, key ideas and consequences,
along with an example of it. Such characteristics

might help users design better prompts in view of
their expectations, what they predict to be neces-
sary information for the task, and possible conse-
quences. An illustration of the prompt pattern for
the prompt ‘Define’ can be seen in the following
sentences:

Name: Define

Intent: Make morphological connec-
tions.

Motivation: In case of use of novel word
outside training data, the user needs to
prompt the model for the new word.

Structure and key ideas:

Define [word].

Define [the new word].

Define [the word] considering its mor-
phemes.

Define [the new word], considering its
morphemes.

An example: Define signatorily.

Consequences: The model can gener-
ate hallucinations as it accepts the ’new
word’ as truly existent.

We adopted four prompts directly from White
et al. (2023) with two variants of one pattern (i.e.
the ‘Persona’ pattern), and defined one of our own
(i.e. the ‘Define’ pattern presented above).

In another paper (Ekin, 2023), efficient prompt
engineering entails, among other things, clear in-
structions, explicit constraints, varying contexts or
examples, but also considering the type of task the
system has to achieve (i.e. based on analysis or
recall). The same paper also recommends other
practices such as testing iteratively more prompts
and designing prompts for specific domains. The
chosen prompts from White et al.’s (2023) paper
achieve these recommendations to various degrees.
For example, the prompts’ instructions vary in de-
tail (’define words’ vs. ’define new words’), have
different contexts (e.g.. with or without ’new’),
and various constraints (i.e. no constraints vs. fol-
lowing a pattern). Though the prompts do not pro-
vide any examples, given our zero-shot learning
task, some of them can be regarded as domain-
specific. For example, the persona-type prompt
(see Appendix) by default restrains the domain of
the output.
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2.2 Test Items

For the words to test the model on, we decided to
create a set of non-existent, but plausible English
words, comprised of an existing English word, with
a derivational affix. In making this choice, we fol-
lowed McCoy et al. (2023) to ensure that we were
testing the capacity of morphological connection,
and not just recall of the model. In a previous study
on the role of derivational morphology in lexical ac-
quisition by Scandinavian children (Bertram et al.,
2000), the authors found that the productivity of
a given affix was strongly predictive of how well
the participants performed on new word compre-
hension. They argued that more productive affixes
were acquired earlier because they are used more
regularly, and the form-meaning mapping may thus
be easier to learn for children. In the case of LLMs,
in may be argued analogously that the less produc-
tive a derivational affix is, the less is recombined
with different lexical roots. As a consequence, the
chances the model considers that affix as an inde-
pendent meaningful unit are lower.

Thus, the novel words were created with either
productive or unproductive suffixes to see if produc-
tivity had any systematic influence on the model’s
performance. The specific suffixes were selected
from a paper by Ford et al. (2010) who tested word
recognition by human participants based on mor-
pheme frequency and productivity. They provide
a list of derivational suffixes which are classified
as either productive or unproductive based on three
criteria: “hapax legommena of an affix, the type
and token frequency of an affix and dictionary cita-
tion dates for neologisms" (Ford et al., 2010, p.120).
Five productive suffixes: -ly, -less, -ish, -able, and
-ify, and five unproductive suffixes: -ise, -ous, -
some, -ary, and -en were selected from that paper
to create the non-words.

In total, 10 new words were created with an
equal number of productive and unproductive suf-
fixes: signatorily, assemblyless, benchish, delve-
able, lunchify, palatialise, violinous, musksome,
containary, shallowen. The complete list included
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, though ad-
jectives were the most frequent. It was important
to ensure that all test words were absent from the
model’s training data, so for every word, a browser
search using Microsoft Bing was carried out to
make sure that there were no matching hits. Ad-
ditionally, we also verified that the words differed
from a familiar word by a maximum of one deriva-

tional morpheme, in order to limit the number of
morphological connections that the model would
have to draw.

2.3 Procedure
The testing was conducted on three separate occa-
sions within a two-week period on two separate
devices, due to the number of prompts per hour
per user. For each of the 24 prompts, a single at-
tempt to define each word was given for the model.
Additionally, a new chat was used for each word,
given that Ortega-Martín et al. (2023) showed that
repeated use of the same chat leads to lack of infer-
ence from the model due to its cache memory. In
this way, we ensured wrong answers are not gener-
ated due to lack of inference, while we also ruled
out the possibility that ChatGPT could improve its
performance as it "learns" what is expected of it.
The total number of trials was 240, and for each
trial the output was saved for coding and analysis.

2.4 Scoring and Coding
Every output text produced by the model was
scored on two criteria, plausibility and humanlike-
ness, being coded a 1 if the given definition was a
‘success’ (i.e. was plausible or humanlike) or 0 oth-
erwise. If the model failed to provide any definition
at all, this was coded as 0.

The need for two criteria was based on the under-
standing that expectations of the model may differ
based on the downstream task. For example, if mor-
phological connection is used in sentiment analysis
of perfume reviews, we would prefer the model to
make more humanlike inferences about one of our
fictional words, i.e. musksome, has more on earthy,
strong smell.

A definition was deemed plausible if it specified
the correct word class of the derived word, and if it
was related to the definition of the root word.

To score the output on humanlikeness, we con-
ducted a survey with a sample of 11 native English-
speakers, asking participants to provide hypotheti-
cal definitions for our words. In this survey, partic-
ipants were asked to provide an intuitive definition
of words taking advantage of the fact that the non-
words were related to existing words. It was as-
sumed that participants would not have knowledge
of the linguistic definition of a morpheme. The
participants were also requested to provide a words
class for the words, along with hypothetical exam-
ple sentences. The 11 definitions for each word
were then analysed to identify a set of common
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characteristics based on which to define human-
likeness. An example of such characteristics is
provided below for the word violinous.

violinous: Adjective, violin-like quality
in sound or appearance, of music/of an
object/of a composition.

In general, definitions provided by human partici-
pants were assumed to be plausible themselves as
long as they involved correct identification of the
component morphemes. Human definitions that
were not based on the morphological structure of
a word were not used in formulating the criteria
for humanlikeness. For example, one definition of
the word shallowen provided by a participant was a
“shallow Halloween", which clearly did relate to the
meaning of the morpheme -en. In sum, a definition
was considered humanlike if it had the common
characteristics of the definitions in our survey.

2.5 Analysis

Two generalised linear mixed-effect regression
models were created for humanlikeness and plausi-
bility using R (Team, 2021), in RStudio (RStudio
Team, 2020). The models contained a three-way
interaction between the presence in the prompt of
the word new, that of the word morpheme (both
coded as binary variables), and the productivity of
the suffixes. By-type (prompt type) random inter-
cepts were also included in the models. The type
of the prompt was left out of the model given it
did not improve its fit. The effects new, morpheme,
and productive had orthogonal contrasts set.

3 Results

The descriptive statistics for the number of plau-
sible and humanlike definitions provided by the
model for any given prompt are shown in table 2
below. In principle, a prompt could score anywhere
between 0 and 10 on each criterion.

Plausibility
Mean SD Min. Max.
6.58 2.89 1 10

Humanlikeness
Mean SD Min. Max.
5.38 2.70 0 9

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for plausibility and hu-
manlikeness scores for the model across prompts.

3.1 Plausibility

In terms of plausibility, two tested prompts of-
fered plausible definitions for all words, such as
the ’Persona’ prompt word generator, conditions
+new, +morpheme and -new, +morpheme, and the
’Context manager’ prompt, condition +new, +mor-
pheme.

From the model we built, we found significant
main effects of adding the word new (¡ = 1.5645,
z-score = 4.47, p-value < 0.05), and the word mor-
pheme (¡ = 1.3083, z-score = 3.76, p-value < 0.05),
as well as a significant main effect of suffix produc-
tivity (¡ = 1.1030, z-score = 3.18, p-value < 0.05).
Thus, ChatGPT was over four and a half times more
likely to provide a plausible definition if the prompt
included the word new, over three and a half times
more likely if the prompt included the word mor-
pheme, and performed approximately three times
better for words with a productive suffix than an
unproductive one.

3.2 Humanlikeness

Considering humanlikeness, no prompt achieved
correct definitions for all words. However, the
’Persona’ prompt word generator, in condition -new,
-morpheme and condition +new, +morpheme had
9 out of 10 correct definitions. Note that that the
’Persona’ prompt word generator, condition +new,
+morpheme, scores high for both measurements.

We found significant main effects of adding the
word new (¡ = 1.81369, z-score = 5.92, p-value
< 0.05), and the word morpheme (¡ = 0.78839,
z-score = 2.60, p-value < 0.05), and a significant
interaction effect of new with the productivity of
the suffix (¡ = -1.39553, z-score = -2.3, p-value
< 0.05). Thus, ChatGPT was approximately six
times more likely to provide a humanlike definition
if the prompt included the word new, approximately
twice as likely to provide a humanlike definition
if the prompt included the word morpheme, and
the effect of adding the word new was almost four
times greater for words with an unproductive suffix,
than for words with productive suffixes.

4 Discussion

While our analysis did not identify one prompt that
was significantly better than all others in human-
likenss or plausibility, we found that the model
always performed better when the prompt provided
additional contextual information in the form of
the words new and morpheme. As expected, the
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more specific the task is for the language model,
the better it performs. Thus, our results also rein-
force Ekin’s (2023) suggestions on giving specific
details about the task.

Better performance on plausibility for words
with a productive affix suggests that ChatGPT
may be better at identifying form-meaning map-
pings for productive suffixes than for unproductive
ones. This finding is in line with what authors like
Bertram et al. (2000) found for language acquisi-
tion in children, and might be, similarly, caused by
frequency of the affix. For example, the more pro-
ductive the morpheme, the more often it may occur
in the training data, and the more information the
model could have regarding the contexts it appears
in. Eventually this might result in a more accurate
representation of the meaning of the morpheme.

In contrast, productivity had no significant effect
on humanlike outputs of the models, which might
indicate that high probabilities counts of produc-
tive morphemes do not encompass characteristics
of human definitions. This might be because hu-
man definitions rely often on aspects that cannot be
inferred from probabilities counts, such as personal
experience or world knowledge when defining new
words, e.g. defining musksome as having a certain
kind of smell.

However, though productivity had no effect on
humanlike definitions, there was a significant in-
teraction between productivity and the word new.
More exactly, adding the word new to the prompt al-
ways improves it. However, the impact of the word
’new’ on the humanlikeness of the generated defi-
nition is less strong if the morpheme is productive.
Thus, for words with unproductive morphemes, the
model may improve more because it may be more
likely to "look for" a morphological decomposition
as a heuristic when given the additional context.

This interaction effect between productivity and
the word ’new’ can also be influenced by the root
morphemes of the words. This might be because
the most salient word meaning differs significantly
for humans and ChatGPT: given the model was
trained on data for a numerous specialised tasks,
it sometimes regards specialised definitions very
likely. This was clearly shown for the word as-
semblyless. We found that while almost all human
participants defined the word in relation to an as-
sembly as a ‘group or gathering of people’ or ‘the
process of assembling something’, ChatGPT most
frequently drew the connection to a programming

language called ‘assembly’. This resulted in less
humanlike definitions for the model, showcasing
humanlike definitions were always plausible, but
not the other way around, as shown in the example
below:

Figure 1: Definition for assemblyless provided by Chat-
GPT using the ‘Word generator’ prompt template.

Even more, productive morphemes are defined in
Ford et al. (2010) in terms of appearance in hapax
legomena, which might indicate they form more
specialised words. Thus, the probability of gener-
ating specialised definitions can increase because
our definition of productive suffixes is defined, to
some extent, in relation to specialised words. This
would overall increase chance of generating spe-
cialised word definitions if the root morpheme can
also have a specialised meaning, like assembly.

Even for words without a root morpheme with
specialised meanings, productive derivational mor-
phemes might often be associated with various root
morphemes with diverse meanings, which can lead
to bigger perplexity and, consequently, less specific
or humanlike output. Comparatively, unproductive
morphemes have less chances to be associated with
more words, which would make the model stick to
a few definitions that might also be more specific.

Thus, depending if the user intends to obtain
more humanlike or just plausible definitions, the
prompt that scored highest in one of the criteria
can be used. The statistical results can also be used
to further create new prompts by addition of the
two contextual words, i.e. ‘new’ and ‘morpheme’,
depending on the tasks morphological connection
will be used in. Note that the both conditions of the
best humanlike prompt either have no context, or
both context words. This indicates some successful
prompts follow an overall opposite effect, i.e. they
lack context words but perform well.

Lastly, if the reader wants to achieve a balance in
the chosen prompt, i.e. to be as humanlike and as
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plausible as possible, the ’Persona’ word generator
prompt, condition + new, + morpheme may be the
best choice, given its high scores in both criteria,
averaged at 9.5 correct definitions for morphologi-
cal connection.

5 Conclusion

Our study aimed to identify an optimal prompt-
ing strategy for ChatGPT to draw morphological
connections while producing word definitions for
unfamiliar words. We conducted a word definition
task using different prompts, and compared the
model’s performance on plausibility and human-
likeness for definitions that it provided for a set of
morphologically complex nonce words.

We found that irrespective of the prompt tem-
plate, adding the words new and morpheme to a
prompt, significantly improved the performance of
ChatGPT. Thus, the users looking to obtain defini-
tions of unfamiliar morphologically complex words
from the model can apply the current findings by
including such keywords in their prompts.

In terms of best prompting strategies, our results
found two prompts that had the maximal perfor-
mance on plausibility, i.e. ’Persona’ prompt word
generator, condition + new, + morpheme and con-
dition - new, + morpheme, and ’Context manager’
prompt, condition + new, + morpheme. In terms of
humanlikeness, our results show one prompt that
had the best performance, i.e. ’Persona’ prompt
word generator, condition - new, - morpheme, and
condition + new, + morpheme. These results also
indicate the ’Persona’ prompt word generator, con-
dition + new, + morpheme scores, on average, the
highest. However, note that the statistical analysis
did not point to an overall best prompt.

We found evidence that ChatGPT’s response is
however also always modulated by factors such as
the nature of its training data and world knowledge,
which can lead it to produce definitions which
while plausible, may not be humanlike. This is
something that may be of interest to researchers in
the future.

Limitations

The first limitation to our study is small sample
sizes in terms of the number of prompting strate-
gies tested, the number of words tested, the number
of human participants to define humanlike perfor-
mance, and the number of contextual factors com-
pared. Given that this was designed as a pilot study,

we restricted our sample in a number of ways, so ex-
panding the testing material in any direction would
be a useful direction for future research.

We also recognise that one prominent difference
between the way that we prompted the model and
the human participants is that we specifically sug-
gested to the latter that they provide examples with
their definitions, and we did not do so for ChatGPT.
This meant that especially for humanlikeness, a
very brief or vague definition from the model was
difficult to categorise, since we would not neces-
sarily obtain direct evidence that the model was
exploiting morphological relatedness in a human-
like way. Including a request for examples in the
prompt text in future research might help in the
coding of outputs.

With regards to the test words, we also wish
to point out that for all the nonce words, the lex-
ical root morpheme could always also be used as
a free morpheme. That is to say, we did not look
at how allomorphy might affect the performance
of the model, a point which would be of great in-
terest in the context of the form-meaning mapping
question. If we had used a nonce word like pro-
ficiate, a hypothetical combination of the lexical
root in proficiency, and the verbalising suffix -ate,
how successful might the model be at parsing the
word into its component morphemes and extrap-
olating a definition? In addition to that, all the
nonce words differed from a familiar word by only
a single morpheme, so it would be worth looking
at how the model performs when the number of
derivational morphemes involved increases. Fu-
ture studies should also consider controlling for
meaning of root morphemes, i.e. for specialised
meanings, so as to rule the possibility of the model
to choose more unlikely humanlike definitions.

According to previous studies (Ortega-Martín
et al., 2023), ChatGPT generalises knowledge with
time. To test this, the study initially planned to
have prompts run a second time. However, due to
limitations of time and because the prompting was
done in 3 rounds, testing for generalisation could
not be systematic, and therefore, would have not
been relevant anymore. It would be interesting in
the future to investigate if generalisation exists and
if the model can become increasingly specialised
on the topic only by prompting. If true, this might
be an alternative to fine-tuning to some extent.

Finally, as we pointed out in the introduction,
we focused on English as our test case, despite the
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observation that other languages have far more ex-
tensive morphological systems. This reduces the
generalisability of our conclusions to the perfor-
mance of the model with languages with richer
morphological systems. Morphological decompo-
sition is especially important for languages with
rich or agglutinative morphology. For example,
rich morphology has been anticipated to be prob-
lematic since Creutz and Lagus (2002), where high
morpheme productivity would lead to a irrationally
high number of distinct types, which, in turn, would
lead to poor comprehension abilities. Languages
rich in morphology still raise difficulties today. For
example, Belinkov et al. (2017) trained a classifier
for morphological prediction on word feature rep-
resentations from a machine translation model and
showed that representations learned in the English
model do better when predicting morphology, than
those for languages richer in morphology such as
Hebrew. As the authors remark, one could expect
models for languages with richer morphologies to
encode more morphological knowledge. However,
the inherent difficult nature of translating into a
language with rich morphology might make the
model perform overall worse, which would result
in weaker features representations. In this respect,
future studies might also look to expand the number
of test cases to improve the validity of our findings,
but to also test if our methodology can improve
morphological features of models by forcing better
decomposition of words.

Lastly, future work should consider automatic
methods in designing prompts too. As Wang et al.
(2023) remarks, manually designing prompts is ex-
pensive and time-consuming. Thus, future stud-
ies in prompting for morphological connection
might benefit from deploying models in design-
ing prompts, i.e. seeing the task as sequence-to-
sequence generation task (for a better review, see
Wang et al., 2023).
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A Appendix A: Prompts

Define Pattern

1. Define...

2. Define the new word ...

3. Define the word ... considering its mor-
phemes.

4. Define the new word ... considering its mor-
phemes.

Context Manager Pattern

1. I want you to generate a definition for the
word I provide.

2. I want you to generate a definition for the new
word I provide.

3. I want you to generate a definition for the
word I provide. When analysing the word,
especially consider its morphemes.

4. I want you to generate a definition for the new
word I provide. When analysing the word,
especially consider its morphemes.

Template Pattern

1. Provide definitions for words. I am going to
provide a template for your output. Every-
thing in all caps is a placeholder. Any time
that you generate text, try to fit it into one of
the placeholders that I list. Please preserve the
formatting and overall template that I provide
as WORD, means DEFINITION.

2. Provide definitions for words. I am going to
provide a template for your output. Every-
thing in all caps is a placeholder. Any time
that you generate text, try to fit it into one of
the placeholders that I list. Please preserve the
formatting and overall template that I provide
as NEW WORD, means DEFINITION.

3. Provide definitions for words. I am going to
provide a template for your output. Every-
thing in all caps is a placeholder. Any time
that you generate text, try to fit it into one of
the placeholders that I list. Please preserve the
formatting and overall template that I provide
as WORD, with morphemes MORPHEMES,
means DEFINITION.

4. Provide definitions for words. I am going to
provide a template for your output. Every-
thing in all caps is a placeholder. Any time
that you generate text, try to fit it into one of
the placeholders that I list. Please preserve
the formatting and overall template that I pro-
vide as NEW WORD, with morphemes MOR-
PHEMES, means DEFINITION.

Word Generator Persona

1. You are going to pretend to be a word gener-
ator. When I type in a word, you are going
to output the corresponding definition that the
word generator would produce.

2. You are going to pretend to be a word genera-
tor that can generate new words. When I type
in a word, you are going to output the corre-
sponding definition that the word generator
would produce.

3. You are going to pretend to be a word genera-
tor that can generate words only by consider-
ing the morphemes of words. When I type in a
word, you are going to output the correspond-
ing definition that the word generator would
produce.

4. You are going to pretend to be a word gen-
erator that can generate new words only by
considering the morphemes of words. When I
type in a word, you are going to output the cor-
responding definition that the word generator
would produce.

Lexicographer Persona

1. From now on, act as a lexicographer when pro-
viding definitions of words. Provide outputs
that a lexicographer would regarding words.

2. From now on, act as a lexicographer when
providing definitions of new words. Provide
outputs that a lexicographer would regarding
words.

3. From now on, act as a lexicographer when
providing definitions of words. Pay close at-
tention to the morphemes of any word that we
talk about. Provide outputs that a lexicogra-
pher would regarding words.

4. From now on, act as a lexicographer when
providing definitions of new words. Pay close
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attention to the morphemes of any word that
we talk about. Provide outputs that a lexicog-
rapher would regarding words.

Infinite Generation Pattern

1. From now on, I want you to generate a defini-
tion for the word I provide until I say stop. I
am going to provide a template for your out-
put. Everything in all caps is a placeholder.
Any time that you generate text, try to fit it
into one of the placeholders that I list. Please
preserve the formatting and overall template
that I provide at WORD, means DEFINITION

2. From now on, I want you to generate a defini-
tion for the new word I provide until I say stop.
I am going to provide a template for your out-
put. Everything in all caps is a placeholder.
Any time that you generate text, try to fit it into
one of the placeholders that I list. Please pre-
serve the formatting and overall template that
I provide at WORD, means DEFINITION.

3. From now on, I want you to generate a defini-
tion for the word I provide until I say stop. I
am going to provide a template for your out-
put. Everything in all caps is a placeholder.
Any time that you generate text, try to fit it into
one of the placeholders that I list. Please pre-
serve the formatting and overall template that
I provide at WORD, with morphemes MOR-
PHEMES, means DEFINITION

4. From now on, I want you to generate a defini-
tion for the new word I provide until I say stop.
I am going to provide a template for your out-
put. Everything in all caps is a placeholder.
Any time that you generate text, try to fit it into
one of the placeholders that I list. Please pre-
serve the formatting and overall template that
I provide at WORD, with morphemes MOR-
PHEMES, means DEFINITION.


